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Thing-a-ma-Bibs & Hats 
Melissa Walshe 

 
 

 

One of my oldest childhood friends recently had twin baby girls. Maybe this is cliché, but as 

soon as I heard she was having twins, I knew I had to knit something inspired by Dr. Seuss’s 

Thing 1 and Thing 2. This meant a foray into the dark unknown of intarsia, for which this bib 

design served as a simple learning project. 

 

Bib Materials: 
Bernat Handicrafter Cotton Peace and Love, White and Radical Red. 608 yd./ 12 oz. (Much less 

than one skein in each colorway.) 

US size 7 needles 

Two bright blue buttons 

Black yarn and tapestry needle for embroidering 

 

Bib Gauge: 
20st /20 rows = 4‖ in St st (not terribly important) 

 

Bib Pattern 
 

 CO 36. 

 Work chart (see page 2)  in St st, slipping the first stitch of each row to create a selvage. 

 After final chart row, BO 30. 

 Work remaining 6 st in St st for 12‖ – end on a WS row. 

 On a RS row, work buttonhole as follows. 

Row 1: K2, BO2, K2 

Row 2: P2, YO twice, P2 

Row 3: K2, K and P into YO, K2 

Row 4: P6 

Row 5: Bind off. 

 

Finishing 
 Sew button on top corner. 

 Embroider a black edge around 

the circle and ―Thing 1‖ and 

―Thing 2‖ on each bib. Messy is 

good—it looks more like the 

book that way. 

 Weave in all ends. 
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Bib Chart 

 
 
NB These hats are a sized-up version of Chile con Yarne’s free Pineapple Hat, sans leaves. 

 
Hat Materials: 
Red Heart Super Soft, Bright Blue. 510 yd. / 10 oz. (Less than 1 skein.) 

US size 10 DPNs 

 

Hat Gauge: 
24st/16rows = 4‖ in Pineapple Stitch 

 

http://chileconyarne.com/freebies/pineapple-hat
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Hat Pattern 
 
 CO 96 onto DPNs and join in the round, careful not to twist the stitches. 

 Work 2 rounds in a 1x1 rib (k1, p1 around). 

 Work in Pineapple Stitch for 6‖ 

 Begin decreases: 

Round 1: *p2tog, k2, repeat from * around 

Round 2: *k1, p2tog, repeat from * around 

Round 3: *k1, p2tog, repeat from * around 

Round 4: k 

Round 5: p2tog around 

Round 6: k2tog around 

Round 7: p2tog around 

 

Finishing 
 Pull thread through remaining stitches 

to cinch tight. 

 Weave in ends. 

 

Pineapple Stitch 
(multiple of 2) 

Round 1: *p3tog, (k1, p1, k1) into one stitch, repeat from * around 

Round 2: k 

Round 3: *(k1, p1, k1) into one stitch, p3tog, repeat from * around 

Round 4: k 

 

About the Designer 
Melissa Walshe is a non-school teacher, a writer, and a knitter. She is new to the fine art of 

pattern design and would be grateful for feedback from experienced knitters. Her blog on forays 

into fiber, Variations on a String, can be found at http://variationsonastring.wordpress.com/. 

Melissa lives in semi-close proximity to Boston, where she is engaged in a constant battle for 

bandwidth and her stitch counter with, respectively, her husband and their two cats.  

 

http://variationsonastring.wordpress.com/

